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•
WEATHER

FORECAST

Kentucky — Fair and dry
with moderate temperature
today. Mostly clear and cool
tonight. Weditapday sunny
and aarmer.
•

United Press
her parJ. Manirs. Hawother to
n Arbor,
ant his or
wn paper,
nd Times.
--

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, July 22, 1947

MURRAY POPULATION —5187

Vol. XIX; No.

31

Dutch Marines,Supported Murray Scouts Camping rif, Councilme
n Close
tor 140
At Camp Cricket Hollow Inn
By American Made Planes,
Parking Meters For Business Section
Advance In Eastern Java

By Ralph Wear
have to click to the "nth degree."
(Ralph Wear, Ledger and Times I haven't even had time to wash
staff member and veleran scout my sox as I am in charge of the
leader in Murray, is accompanying physical set-up of Troop 26—tents
the four Murray Boy Scouts on bedding, food— in ,fact teverytlaing
their journey to Moisson, France, to improve the physical arid mentp the 1947 World Scout Jamboree. tal happiness of the boys.
BATA VIA. July 22.
UP) —
He will cover the trip for this
We will get into full dress uniDutch amphibious forces swarmpaper during
the - planned six form tomorrow night for the first
weeks trip througn Belgium, Hol- time since our arrival. We will be
ed ashore in eastern Java today and
City officials List night completed an order was placed with Magee.
land and France. Murray Scouts given a sendoff with a campfire
unconfirmed
reports said they
negotiations for 140 parking meters Hale Company of Oklahoma City,
making the trip are Torn Lamb, ceremony by Scouts of Ohio who
to be installed in tgie. business sec- Okla. The company promised dewere advancing rapidly on key InPat Sykes. John Paul Butterworth are in regular summer camp near
tion of Murray.
donesian Republic strongholds delivery within 30 days, Grogan said.
and Charles Tolley.)
here. Some 1,500 visitors will witCity Clerk Charlie Gaogan said
spite ship-to-shore artillery duels
Meters will be installed around
CAMP
CRICKET
HOLLOW, ness this farewell gesture in a
the court square on Main street
in which 'a Dutch warship was reOhio, July 17 — (Special) — Since beautiful natural amphitheatre.
ported damaged.
to a point near the Draper and
about 4 p. m. Wednesday, the twia
We will begin packing Saturday
Darwin store between Second and
Duach landings at three points
Region- Four troops, 27 and 28, morning and will leave Camp Kilin eastern Java under cover of naThird streets on the north side
have established camp in a corn- mer, N. J.. that evening per achedval bombardments were reported
of Main Locations of meters on
mendable manner. The camp was ule,
the. south side of Main srreet
as fighting spread to Sumatra and
set up in a bare area, with only
western Java.
The temperature in Murray fell west of the square have not been
sprouts about 10-15 inches hight
The official Dutch communique
to 55 degrees last night and wea-1 fully decided, officials said.
and thorns and weeds. One part of
was chary of details but Indonesther bureau officials said a gradThe meters were purchased by
the plot was thick with poison
ian reports said heavy fighting was
ual rise to 71 degrees was noted at the city at a cost of $61.50 each and
ivy.
in progress. The Indonesian com11 o'clock this morning. The wea- installation of coin registering deWe cleaned off the area and
munique reported that Republican
therman predicted cooler %leather vices on the meters will bring the
were then issued the tents. The
land batteries scored four direct
for tonight in(allowat county and price to $65 per meter, city offiFuneral services for Robert S.
tents are a combination of a minhits on a Dutch warship that was
sunny and a armer temperatures cials said today. However, they
er's and a prospector's tent. They "Duck" Jones, 45-year-old Murray
shelling Merak in west .Jaya.
tomorrow.
said
be city underlie-11ra anatathave canvas floors in them and druggist and civic leader. will be
The Republicens,said. they openlation of the meters, which it plans
have one center lioki -ii—Very good held this afternoon at the Mured _up with .1110riars when tVila
URGES
ACTION — Secretary of State George C,. Marshall
Chicago. July 22 (UP)—A mid- to do, $4 will be deducted from
ray First Baptist Church at 4
tent for the jamboree I think.
Dutch warships appeared off the
sumtner cold snap hit the middle the cost of each meter. Meters
(right) is shown with Rep. John Lesinski (D -Mich
We were issued complete patrol o'clock.
) when
coast. One warship was damaged
west today, threatening further de- demonstrated before the council
he appeared at a hearing to ask Congress to admit
Jones, a format iiirector of the
cooking, equipment today. This in400,000
In the bombardment and
lay to the growth of corn belt recently ranged in price from $54
both
displaced Europeans to this country over a four-yea
'eludes all necessary grills, knives, Murray Chamber of.Commerce and
r
period.
ships withdrew after repairs to the
crops.
to $77.
chairman of the Moray Electric
blarshall warned that other nations are watching
ladles, a small kitchen fly, etc.
to see "if
Injured vessel,
the Indonesians
Temperatures at many
The two troops are in different Board and councantan, was born
points
we practice what we preach."
Councilmen
Bob Miller
have' proposed a
said.
dropped to the lowest levels ever limited
sites. We have four complete pa- on the east side of the count)t and
parking time between
Robert 'Bob' Miller, Hazel, memIn clearing weather-Americanwas
raised
recorded
in the Harris Grove
for July.
the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m. for
trols and they are. now showing
made Dutch-piloted fighter planes ber of the state staff of workers signs
of becoming working units. community of Calloway.
Crop ,experts said the unseason- use of the meters. Sundays and
heavily strafed Indonesian posi- for Harry Lee Waterfield in his My
He graduated from Murray High
troop 1481 includes the LIably cold weather
was another holidays will be meter, free, they
quest for the Democratic norninations.
School in 1919 and from the Louislowing boys:
blow to the corn crop—akssady -ser- said.
_...aa-aa • _awaaaoaa,a,aa,aaasaaaapaa-saatiaosaratori—ineasseerea-reetyWy+-15fthriler""'"getfltersPoith:
12,%::;.;c11,
rue, litrlfrerThe meters. which will register
iously retarded by floods and exported as, forces in heavy fighting completed a tour of the Fifth, Sev- Chambers
He is survived by his parents.
. Dalzell, Duellman, Foscessive spring rains. The corn needs a total parking time of two hours,
against Dutch Imperial Marines
Eighth, and Ninth districts.
Jones. of this
ter Gowthorp,
sunny days and hot nights if it is' will take either one cent or five
Hahn. Harding. Mr. and Mrs.
who landed on the outskirts of I Miller has toured the state in a
Hayes. E. Jones, Keys. Lamb, Law- county, and his wife Mrs. Clara a
to mature before the fall frosts, cent coins. One cent entitles the
•
George
just
Overbey.
E.
sound
president of
Banjoewangi in eastern Java
truck. He has spoken at son, Lett,
- --motorist to 12 minutes use of the
farmers said.
Manning. Marchal, Mar- Louise Jones.
the
Murray
Broadcasti
ng Company,
across the channel from the island every county in the state. A grad- tin, Meacham,
The Revs. J. E. Skinner arid J.
parking space and a nickel will
Morrison, Mullins,
W
Percy.
M
forecaster
at
ChiInc..
said last night that in a conof Bali and at Tabing in Sumatra. uate of Murray, as is Waterfield. Patty.
hold the space for one hour The
Reck. Rich, Reicken. Smith, H Thurman will conduct the serversation with Hon. Neville Miller, cago. said a 49.3 degreealow at
Dutch B-25's were reported to he is also from Waterfielcts home Strickland
meters, known as Park-O-Meters,
, Sykes. Tolley, Vander- vices.
ha
ve
Washington radio attorney, that 5.47 o'clock this morning was the
wn
.Hazel.
attacked andto
damaged
the
Pallbearer
s
will
be Alfred
vort. Vaughan. Young and G.
are entirely automatic.
Communications Com- lowest for July in the Chicago
Federal
the
"We'll get 99 out of every 100
Republican airfield at Beranting,
The
revival
meeting
Young,
at
West
Joseph
N. "Buddy" Ryan.
The meters will be used here on
Jones. All of these boys are first
mission usually takes about four bureau's 100-year history.
Sumatra,
votes in - Calloway." Miller told class Scouts
Gene Brewer, Allen
Pool. Joe Fork Missionary Baptist Church
a
trial basis for the first six
or above.
to
six
The
months
lowest
render
to
temperatu
a
decisSupporte by heavy artillery fire County Chairman Lester Nanny,
re
recordBen
began
last
Thursday,
July 17 and
We will start putting "teeth" Graves Baker, James Smith,
months of operation, officials said,
after
ion
ed
hearing,
a
was
at
Land
such
O'Lakes.
the
as
one
Wis.,
the Dutch were reported to have when he returned to Murray.
continue
will.4
through this week.
In our orders is the mrsrnino_. We aOrtigati and Joe Pat Hackett.
during which time the revenue
ottacked Republican positions at
Burial will be in the Murray Rev B G Arterburn of May- conducted in Murray and Parts the where the temps reline feat este from them asifl be tilvIdeff eqtlATI,
latter
degree
part
above
freezing.
of
last
January
It
Aoengai and Beramas in Sumatra
is
field is the speaker gild Rudolph
city cemetery.
between the city and the meter
Although temperatures were unand severe fighting was still in
Howard director of music at the therefore Miller's opinion that a
company.
decision
seasonabl
on
the
low
y
applicatio
across
the
n
the
corn
progress five hours after the attack
of
First Baptist Church of Murray,
At the end of the six-month
was launched.
is song leader. Rev. E A. Somers Murray Broadcasting Cu., for a belt states. Percy said they were trial period, the company
will refull-time
eginning
radio
to
station
rise
slowly
to be loin western move
One unconfirmed report said
is pastor of the church.
meters if unsatisfactory and
cated at Murray should be forth- Iowa, and that the lows of last
that Dutch troops -had taken the
Services
are
held
each
day
at
restore
the streets and sidewalke
One chapel program is likely to
coming by about, August first, night would not' be equalled tokey water and power center of Suto their original condition, it was
be held sometime during the sec- 2:30 and 800 "The public is cor- Overbey
night
said
kabumi, south of Buitenzorg and
dially
invated
attend
to
these
serreported.
ond term of the summer quarter,
A warm air trough which began
west of Bandung. The power cenOverbey further stated that the
If the city decideS to keep the
according to a recent anaounce- vices." stated Rev. Somers
entering western Iowa last night
ter and the Sukabumi rail tunnel
company
is
going
ahead
llith
its
By Don Brumbaugh
meters, the amount already taken
pendents and Dick Farrell of the ment from Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
was
expected
spread
to
over
the
reported previously to have been
plans
for
purchase
the
of
the best
(League Statistician)
by the company will be applied to
Murray Breds against George San- president of Murray State College.
destroyed
equipment and material to make rest of the state late today bring- the cost of
In
the
Indonesian
Thus far, however, no definite prothe meters.
ing
some
relief
to
W. T. So lomon won his , fifth ders of the Murray Mffi. Co.
corn-growing
ascurched earth" program were
Murray's
radio
station one of the
No money will be paid on the
The College Vets have a night gram has been scheduled.
areas
said to have been captured intact game of the year as the College
best
the
in
nation for its size. Thus,
meters other than that taken from
Nothing has been decided in reoff but will be seen Wednesday
Bat at Indianapolis, the weather
One Dutch column was reported Vets paunded out a 4-1 victory
there is a strong probability that
the meters, officials declared.
Thursday and Friday. Murray Mfg. gard to computsory chapel for Mg
NEW
bureau
ORLEANS
said
that
Indiana
July
.
crops
22
1UP)—
had
immediae
Murayhe
to have attacked the Indonesians over
B
Breds
in the
d last
l
night
future, radar
h Co.
Representatives of Magee-Hale
is starting a four night stand. fall, the president stated, although Matliel Dui/with admitted today
spanglyat the Higla School
broadcasting will return to the "virtually stopped growing because told the council
outside Cheribon in an effield. The Vets
that the rational
Tonight is the last game this week consideration is now being /liven that he risked possible death
.
temperatu
of
low
res
in
now
50's."
the
have
to place where the world's first
a two game leaci over
fort to clear the way to Poerwokaverage income from parking mein that respect. He feels that some- save
for the Breds.
chilly weather reached south
his wooden leg.
tato. a key point on the route to the Breds and are practically Asbroadcasti
station
ng
,
A',O;
located,
ters
is
approximately $8 per month
thing should be done to remedy
into
nto Missouri and southern Ohio,
Jogjakarta. the Indonesian capital. sured a position in the playoffs.
The 06 year old Duvieilh was he declared.
per meter. Meters in other western
the present situation because the
Cincinnati even reporting a low of
awakened
Patch. reports claimed that radio _Solomon quieted the big bats of
in
the
night
to
find_his
Kentucky cities have returned
chapel committee is • embarrassed
51 degrees.
Jogjakarta, the ,Indonesian broad- the Breds as Jack Eans, Bill Mcrevenue slightly above that figure.
when a prominent speaker appears home afire.
Percy said that tonight's low in
tasting voice, ceased transmissioin Clude, Tom Nield and Harry McHe rummaged under his bed for
in chapel and only a small group of
Chicago of 73 would be followed according to reports. HoPkinsville
at noon today, possibly due to air Grath failed to connect. Neal Hohis leg. The smoke was too dense.
paid off meters installed in that
students attend.
by somewhat warmer weather toattacks on the capital.
bart hit two singles for the only
so he crawled along the floor
morrow with a probable high of. city recently within nine months.
The Dutch communique said that successful hitting off Solomon. The
sounding the alarm, thus saving
ATLANTA, Ga.. July 22 (UP) —
Volcano Erupts
88 degrees_ Thursday temperatures
Washington, July 22 (UP)—Remarines had landed at Pasir Potih, big right hander struck out seven
Mrs. Virginia L. Whitley isn't any
Managua, Nicaragua, July 22 three others in the building.
are likely to be cooler again, howon the northeast Java coast 83 arid walked one; he gave up
Then Duvieilh returned to his different. Like other women she
six ports that men in Soviet uniform (UP)—Toxic gases pouring from
ever, he said.
Mi I ICS from S ,i•raMija.
scattered hits.
smoke-filled rot= emerging sev- enjoys moving furniture arcasaci.
have been kidnapping civilians on the Cerro Negro vracano
Prospects of further delay in the
left many
•.ral minutes later on his hands But this time it almost cost her
Solomon collected three_for three the streets of Vienna were brought persons dead today and
corn crop caused active trading on
forced
and
rlim
he
f
e.
Fro
knees
including a triple to aid his own
tugging
his artificial
The Murray Monarch's baseball
the Chicago grain market, corn
to the attention of the War De- most of the 70.000 inhabitants of
leg
her hospital cot Mrs. Whit- ripening strong.
cause. Dave Carlisle, shortstopt
Leon City to flee.
team topped Huntingdon 5-4 ma
partment
today.
Icy
told
her story. They couldn't
collected a triple in two hits.
A grain firm spokesman said that game played here Sunday.
"Only a miracle can save Leon
LI Gen. Geoffrey Keys, U. S. from destructio
sleep. It was past 2 a. m. and sud- corn
Fisherman Flails Fish
Dick Farrell. Brecht hurler, gave
Murray jumped to an early 2-0
already had been delayed two
n," said one
ofhigh
commissio
denly she got the idea of shifting weeks
ner to Austria. not- ficial.
and that more delay would lead as the first inning opened
Gadsden, Ala, July 22 (UP)— up 10 hits, walked and struck out
Grand
Rapids.
Mich.
July
22
(UP)
ed
in his monthly report that ten
furniture_
The city is 13 miles from the vol- —Edward
bring a greater chance of "soft' but the visitors came back in the
Four teen-aged girls, including none as the Breds committed three
G. Kaapar got fighting
persons were said to have disap- cano,
She prevailed upon her husband moisture
third to knot the count at 2-2 and
which for the tenth day mad when a
containing grain.
twins, were killed and three male errors behind him.
fish
broke
wiater in to help. They grabbed both ends
Solomon was In trouble In the peared from Vienna in this manner spewed hot stones and ashes more
It also would increase the chance again in the sixth to grab a 4-2
companions were critically injured
the
Grand
River
and
bit his tinier. of a table and tugged a but too
during June.
than 2.000 feet into the air. Some
of small ears through frost damage had,
last night when their automobile first inning as Vince Marquess
Kasper jiimped in and battled hard Mrs.
Whitley crashed through efore the plants reach their
Under the military government, 280 square miles of Nicaragua's
Staging a three-run eighth inncollided with a truck near the en- collected his 15th hit arid Eans
normal
fish-to-fin with his quarry.
He a third story window.
peak of growth Ordinarily corn is ing. the Monarchs pulled the fat
trance to Camp Sibert on the Bir- walked. The Vets' star struck out Austria is divided into four zones richest farmlands were destroyed emerged with a
punch-drunk, 40She
suffered
Bill
back
McClure
—United
injuries
and
States,
and considered "safe" from frost by out of the fire. The bats of the
French, British and for agricultural use.
Tom Nit-Id, the
mingham highway.
mi catfish.
two broken wrists.
September 20, he said.
Monarchs and the rule book were
The dead are Ruddell Lamb, 17, home run leader, and Harry Mc- Russian. Vienna is in the Soviet
Grath
went out. In the fifth, Gor- zone.
too much for the visitors. Several
Miss Raynell Lamb, 17, Miss Betty
don
"A series of incidents involving
Lindsay popped out to first,
last inning arguments brought out
Coward. IS. and
Miss Pauline
the book, and several Monarch hits
Hathcock, 15 Joel E. Cox, 31; Billy Neal Hobart singled. John Witt the abduetion or disappearance of
Joe Howell. 26, and Jesse Wit- singled, Vito Brucchieri aoubled several persons from the Soviet
brought out the win..
Williams. 19. wets hospitalized driving in Hobart. Solomon then Bienna area caused fear and anxThen,,Monarchs play Cairo here
struck out Farrell and Vince Mar- iety in the Austrian press and_pubhere. All were from Gadsden.
nday at the Monarch field.
lica' Keyes told the War DepartThe driver of the truck. C. M. quess went down on a pop fly.
The .second game of the even- ment in his report. "Officaal re-WASHINGTON, July 22 (UP) — mendatea
alummert, 27. ef Gadsden, was
s of an economy-minded. illustrated- the urgency with which
treated at a hospital and dismissed ing saw the silent bats of Ordway ports of these incidents were not
A . bill carrying $299,900,000 for House, and Senators.
it views the flood -control probHall finally come to life. The long received by .U. S. forces.
,
country-wide construction of floodI. Increased by more than 50 per lem.
"However, press accounts,, verihitless Olive Blvd. boys pounded
Maurice "Lefty'. Weeks, Portcentrol projects was scheduled for cent House funds for general flood
The Rouse voted only $25,000,000
"Gravey" Lampkins for 11 hits fied by reliable sources. reported
MURRAY SOFTBALL
land, Orengon. son of Mr.- andMrs.
for the ten-state area. 30 per cent
in winning over Hazel 9-2. Jack most of the victims were nationals
swift approval today by the full control contruction.
Bazzell (Coldwater) vs. West
Joe H. Weeks. is in Murray for a
less
than
the
budget
Wyatt, Ordway hurler, received of Soviet-dominated countries and
2.
bureau
Nearly
retripled House approSenate appropriatinns committee.
!Independents)
-----e-isit. This his first visit to Murcredit for his third victory as he in most cases witnesses reported
Nearly one-third of the funds— priations for rivers and harbors quested
Farrell
Breda) vs.
ray since 1941.
Sanders
Gurney's
that
the
subcommit
eictims
tee voted (Murray Mfg.
walked and struck out three in
were carried away
$117.700.000 would be spent build- construction.
Co.)
$67.000,000
by
for
men
flood
in
Soviet
giving up seven hits
control con- American League
uniform."
ing
dams
and
reservoirs
3.
Boosted
and
levees
by
$68,700.000
funds
MURRAY
SCHEDULE
Ordway had a big second inning
during the fiscal year to curb the for flood -control construction in struction ire the Missouri basin unSt. Louis (Sanford 3-6) at New
CkS14, Saves Child
in which they scored five runs.
turbulent waters of the Mississippi the Missouri river basin and on the der the Pick-Sloan plan.
TUESDAY
York (Newson 6-6)--( night )
It
recommended spending $7.Junfor Hearold, making his first
basin.
Coldwater vs. Murray Ind.
lower Mississippi and its tribu,
Cleveland (Embree 4-81 at PhilDurha
. C.. July 22 UP)—A
500,000 for agricultural levees in
appearance, slammed out a fifth
The measure alsb prbvides $43.- taries.
Murray Breds vs. Murray Mfg.
adelphia (McCahan, 2-21—(night)
small
y's heroism was credited
Iowa,
where tons of the best Aminning homer. in getting two hits
304.200 for construction of rivers
Detroit_ ',Hutchinson
Here is how the House and SenWEDNESDAY
today ith saving the life of a two11-3) at
erican top-soil recently were washand batting two runs.
and harbors projects. It was pre- ate bills
Washington 4 Pieretti 2-4) (night)
I
(Game of July 31
compare:
cei
y
old child when fire destroyed away. The House had put up
Lampkins
pared
_
by
an
walked
appropriations subfour and
Chicago (Lopat 7-8) at Boston
DEATH HER HRIDEIt•dway Hall .vs. Coldwater
General flood-contaol construc- only
the home of the baby's parents.
$500.000 for the levees.
committee headed by Sen. Chan tion -(Dobson 10-5)
Murray Mfg. Co. vs. College Vets struck out two.
GROOM •-• Pretty Joyce
Fire Chief Cosmo Cox said Ray
House. $134,000.000; Senate.
The
subcommit
tee
nearly
League standings now are Yeta, Dawson.
Gurney.
tripled
H, S. D.
National League
$299,900,000.
Shultz MacKinnon, former
9, a neighbor, dashed into
THURSDAY
funds for the Harlan county reser6-1; Breds, 6-3; Murray Mfg. -Co.,
Gurney's group listened to worBoston (Barrett 6-6 and Voiselle
the blazing house and R. H. Parker
Mississippi basin flood control-- voir
WAC whose heart belonged
Hazel vs. College Vets
in
Nebraska.
4-3; Independents, 5-4; Ordway to
voting
ried city officials and heard out House,
$9.000,- 3-70 at Chicago (Borowy
rescue two-year-old
$49.000,000; Senate $117.700.- 000 for
to men with wings, lost
Murray Mfg Co. vs. Ordway Hall
8-6 and
Phyllis
work
on
this
Hall. 3-5,, Hazel, 3-6; and Cold- Parker.
key unit in Passeau 0-3) —Two
harried state governors. It studied 000.
The tot had followed her
games.
three husbands in airplane
the basin flood -control plan. EnFRIDAY
water, 1-6.
President Truman's plea for $250,Philadelph
ia
mother when Mrs. Parker went inRivers
arid
(Jurisich
harbors construction gineers warned
1-3) at
crashes and died with the
(Games of July 14)
during. hearings Pittsburgh (Bagby
Games tonight put Ft. L. Bazzell side
000.000 additional funds to forward —House,
the burning house to save
3-3)
$17,367,700; Senate, $43,- that lavers
fourth in commercial plane
Murray Mfg. Co. vs. Hazel
built at Kansas City
of Coldwater against Heron West valuables.
flood -control work in the west 304200.
New York (Kennedy 7-5) at
St.
Coldwater vs. college Vets
crash near Melbourne, Fla.,
might fail unless this reservoir
Mississippi basin.
or Gene Patterson of the IndeLouis (Brecheen 11-5) --(night)
The
The house was a complete loss.
Senate
subcommittee's were completed "as soon
July 13. • _
as posBrooklyn 'Branca 15-7) at Cin. Then, ignoring earlier recom- handling of Missouri basin
funds sible.'
cinnati (Lively 23) — (night)

Company Says Delivery Will Be Made Here
Within 30 Days; Trial Basis Arranged

Helps Waterfield
By Touring State

Sudden Cold Snap
Threatens Crops

Services To Be Held
This Afternoon For
Robert S. Jones

7
7
7

pingc Sees Early Action
On Radio Station Here

I

Revival At West Fork
In Progress This Week

Veteras Win Over Breds;
Ordway Tops Hazel By 9-2

One Chapel Likely

Risks Death To Save .
Wooden Leg In Fire

Soviet Uniformed Men
Reported Kidnapping
Civilians In Vienna

Moving Furniture
Nearly Costs Life

Monarchs Take 5-4
Win Here On Sunday

Four Teen-Aged Girls
Killed In Auto Crash

Measure Carries $299,900,000 F
Flood Control Projects In Nation _

Today's
Probable Pitchers

sorrsALL

C.

1

I

Iola

•
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Let's Start Work on Kentucky Lake
State Park at Eggner's Ferry Now!

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation uf The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. October 20. 1928. and the West:Kentuckian. January 17, 1942
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JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St. Murray, Ky,
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I .
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month. 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $380. else- - where $5.50.
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TUESDAY, JULY 22, 1947

GI INSURANCE

71 Seniors Apply
For August Degrees

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: ',WALLACE WITMER CO. 903 Sterick - Seventy-one persons have apBuilding. Memphis. Tents.; 250 Park Ave., New York: 307 N. Michigan plied for their degreea front MurAve. Chicago: 80 Bes-Iston St.. Boston.
ray State College according to files
n the office-of' Idra-Ciew
Hester. registrar today. The applIcents expect to seaetve their degtees after the completion of the
'summer', work.
1st \11 NI PRESS ASSOCIATION
Candidates For Degrees
August. 1947
We reser-v... a, t
any Advertising. Letters to the Editor

NATIONAL E DITORIAL._
SSOCIATION

194

of Public Voice items wiLch In oar opinion are not for the best intererst
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
of our readers.
AGRICULTURE: Allen Buran Aus.
tin. Harmon Elton Brasher, Ans.
Tuesday Afternoon. July 22, 1947
burn Leon Burkeen, James Otos
Burkeen, and Pat Lee Wilkins.

Robert S. "Duck" Jones

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUAnne Wilson Blanton.
CATION
Murray lost is iiighiy respek led citizen in the death of Mildred Marion Chapman, Ralph
Robert S. "Duck- Jones. Mr. Jones was filling several Frederi:k Cole. Glenn Ferdinand
had Hawley. Geneva Lyttleton Kutzresponsible positions at the time of his death, and
ner, -Barbara Jean Polk. Lesta
•
held many in years past.
Gladys Riddick. Elizabeth Blanton
His passing seemell to be untimely. as he was only
Wigsins, and Jeane Von Hooser.
fotly-five when claimed by death.'
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
when
responanainaenigent,
it so often happens, that
HOME
ECONOMICS: Margaret
sible, and practical man-works himself into a position Melodean Darnell, Ella Frances
where he can render great service to his corrimanity, he Meador,. Charlotte Marguerite Oberis suddenly called by death. So it was with "Duck" Jones.
'heu. and Tomrne• Newberry Sondefer.
BACHELOR
OF
SCIENCE:
Johnny C;rlisle Alexander. James
road- Ernest Atkins. Mildred Glynn BerThere is hartll a person in the great lie:t
Michael
public of America -Who has lb
in
Brucchierj, William Bellew Byrd.
year otti Sift -Ann O'Leary. who was one of
Teresa, Louise Chaney, Lena Marie
first to mike' anairplane trip on the pilgrimage to the Cole, Hewlett Cooper, James Rob••tlar_L:44- of 1,onrrie-t.'• in France
ert Geetrigtorra'Robert Louis DarSally Ann has been crippled from birth. Her legs iptw 'nail. John William Drerup. Mary
confinedto
been
Faninaline Eideop. Thomas Howard
been encased in steel braces and she has
Farley. Guy. Walter Gardner, Bea wheel chair all her life.
We like to think that everyone was "pulling•• for her ty Davis Graves. Robert Edward
Hunter
McRae Hancock.
and. although linowitrg that the impossible could not hapK. rineth
Tolley 118rdin.
Harry
hen, wished that it would.
Dearl Flendrea, Frances Helen Hohe said that she'had just
Sally Ann can walk now:
gan, BdI
Bolt. Thomas Wheel-

Miracles Are Still Happening

the

I

BENEFITS

Although the time for reinstating liipsed National Service Life
Insuranci' has been extended to
next January 1, Veterans Almintitration* toddy emphasised tat
August 1. 1947, still remains the
deadline for applying for two other
e:
Johnson,
Juanita Hickman insurance benefits.
Johnston. Charles Raymond LeonThe first concerns veterans who
area Green B. Lithe. Ellis Henry may be entitled
to waiver of
Li.,,di.orst. Helen Luctlie Massey, premium payments becauee of toThomas Austin Nield, Ewell Lyt- tal disability existing for six Os'
tleture Noel. Jr.. Roderick Render- more consecutive months. Waiver
son Outland. John Vergil Parker. in such cases generally is made
Jr.. Geiage Robert Sheridan. Le- effective from the date the period
viaine Smith. Mrs. Christine4Mil- of disability commenced, bu; not
ler Strong. Lurwin Lamar Swift. more than one year before
VA's
Mary Tarry, William Aurel Threl- receipt of the insured's
application
keld. Robert Wayne Trail, Paul for waiver.
Graves Walker.
If application is made by AugBACHELOR OF ARTS. Mareel- ust 1, however, aria
entitlement to
la Olaxgow, Patricia Maxwell Rid. waiver is
established, it may be
dick, Ruth
Elenora
Vannerson, made effective from Lt.e beginning
Norma Jean Weller
of the disability period as far back
MASTER CIF ARTS IN EDIT- as August 1, 1941, and premiums
CATION: Joe Owen Brown, Jr., paid while the insured was totally
Wilson Gantt, Jahn Thomas Irvan; disabled will be refunded.
Marell Lipford Morris, Hugh ButAtter next August- r VS414-Ver of
terworth Perdue, Lyle Lee Putnam.
premiums paid more than a year
Forrest Alton Rildle. John Henfrom date of application will be
ry Singleton, Jr., and Harding C.
granted only
in
special
eagers
Williams.
where it can be shown that the
•
insured was unable to apply within the time limit.

Lawn Sprinklers
Are Popular With
Village kiddies

The small fry in Vet's Village on
farm- north et the
pus have a method for beating the
hot weather.
They visit the lawn sprinklers
and stand in the refreshing splay
while the poor grown-ups look on
in sweltering envy.

The other deadline affects beneficiaries of deceased NSLI policyholders who, prior to death either
in service or after discharge, becare eligible for waiver of premAu:amt. _appked.
beneficiaries may claim refund ...of
waived premiums" during the inzured's total disability extending
as far back as Aucust 1. 1941, if
application, with evidence of the
insured's right to waiver, is made
by August 1' of this year.

The ice man is also a favorite
After that date, waiver normally
with the kids.. They meet him
when he comes to make his deliv- will not be granted for any premeries, and he obligingly hands out ium which was due over a year
nom the insured's death, and the
small ebtinlis of ice to them.
•
pekreet to God. .
beneficiary must apply within that
nineMiracles are happening today, just like _they did
time Exception is. made where
the beneficiary is incompetent or is
teen hundred yeamago. The only difficulty encountered.
minor, in which Cast application
is making people Iwlieve they are miracles..
mast be filed within one year from
VS3, O•car Fralee
removal of the legal barrier
United Press Sports Writer
track is had from every seat As
Forms and assistance in applying
NEW YORK, .1 uly
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Katie'
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.
_____Ii. 1 A better reading could be had by
sinking the thermometer In a jilr
which had a lid that could be
opened and closed by means of a
line, to trap some water. at the desired depth.

Few anglers wduld want to bother with this, and since the
level of a thermocline shifts up
and down because of winds, one
might have to find It anew each
time one went to the spot. There
would be no assurance that there
were fish at the place tested. So in
How does one find the level of the summer fish fairly deep-but
the thermocline, A stream ther- always remember the thermocline
mometer very quickly brought up and the futility of fishing too
deep.
and read would show temperatures for varlous depths fairly accurately, though it would change
READ
THE
CLASSIFIEDS
This spot may remain barren its reading a little on the way up.
of life until fall. Or an hour later
it may agap be the most suitable
part of the lake for fish. All this
happens because of an everyday
but curious scientific phenomenon
atle•
called the thermocline. Jason Lucas, angling authority, explains the
effect the thermocline has on fishing in this Way:
All that an angler needs Know
of it is simple. A knowledge of It
will clear up some Points about
midsummer fishing that have always discouraged and mystified
him it will keep him from fishing where no fish can possibly
exist; he will- have if' better- idea
of where and when summer fishing is most likely to be profititrY"'"e
able. At the worst, it will show
him why he should not expect
good fishing during the summer
maim
aid died fresh. It'll wake you fool MN
-pow aid bah
in the lakes available to him.
toot
Po
widow
how
ow
Yowl Ink \sew mid do bony . .7 mos yew%
Briefly, the whole matter hinges
the
ready
by
osonoy
will
hews
the
upon the fact that, in most lakes,
We
Phewu and ilea is NOW mach you need
a thermoclins forms during the
confliderdiel
way
fdaracity,
on/
somas
prompt
ow
ylletl We hers. Yowl' Mi.
summer at a general depth of frpm
30 to 43 feet. One has never been
W doing buslanoi.
••4oIeSS
OPEN THURSDAY AFTERNOONS
,
than 25 feet deep.
This thermocline acts very much
as though it were a thin sheet of
rubber spread under water across
a whole lake. for it prevents any
mixing of Ike warm and the cold
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
layers of water.
MS main Street : Murray
Him does this effect fish? Fish,
PRONE 1180
M. C ELLIS. Mgr.
like 'ourselves,
must .constantly
breath oxygen or die. There is fitetc or no oxygen below the tier-

This can happen in summer only.
Out in a lake-- in an average lake
-there wil be a hole which is an
ideal fishing spot, full of the big
fellows feeding lustily. An observer 'could see no change, chemical
analysis would show no poison, but
presently the fish has fled there
for his life. To remain wou
'
id mean
the same _quick, sure painful death
as if he had been rown on the
hot shore.

mocline
So the man who fishes below
the therrnocline-which may be
only 25 feet deep-might as ,; well
be dragging his lure across desert
sand expecting to catch fish.

thicl.
bills are
shy,
And cash ismal‘es
Bill Dollar
troubles fly. .
Your
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Today') Sports Parade

HEAT WITH

Othman Discovers New Cars Are Really
Plus A 50 Per Cent Price Hike
Old Cars
B

ELECTRICITY

'

FOR HOME OR OFFICE
No Fire, Shock or Explosion Hazard

SAFE

i

Reduce Cleaning and Redecorating Costs with the Cleanest Heat in the World.

or

CLEAN

r

Bigelow and Mohawk
All Wool Axminister Rugs

k

Let Us Make Your Winter
Carefree
No worries about coal strikes, oil shortages, or
• continually rising prices . . .
Use Fuel That Is Dependable At All Times
ELECTRICITY

ELECTROMODli
Furnaces

r.

Modern BOroom

Riley Furniture &
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West Kentucky Electric Co.
Phone 1087
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Wanted

For Sale

Please phone your local items to
The Ledger and Thum. Telephone
16.

SPEED BOATS FOR SALE-Higgins sport speedsters. 6 pass., with
75 or 94 h.p. engines. New, trim,
speedy, rugged. The ideal pleasure craft. Inquire now and take
advantage of our midsummer sale.
-W. G. /fougland Foundry and
Machine Shop. Phones 198 and
Jy22p
944, Paducah, Ky.

CLASSIFIEDS

WANTLD--Reliable person to take
over Rawleigh Products and territory in Calloway County. No investment required See or write
Raymond Perry, Route 1. Alm°.
Jyt3p
Ky.

CAME7ON DOCKERY

Outland, .190; Sanders, .200;
Hewett. .312; Holland, .117: Waters,
.357; Coleman, .263: Brewer. .333;
Stalls, .333; Cole, .500; Inman. .222;
Murray Independents': -Hughes,
.300; Perdue, .100; Veale. .272; B.
Miller, .300; Furgerson, .321; Nanny, .222; Harris, .142; Givens, .100;
Toon. 110; Willoughby. .230; Gregory. .331; Dunn. .200; West, .272;
H. Miller. 1 000.
Hazel:
- Parichail. .409; Saunders. .296, Wilson. .471; Owens,
.333; Watson, .181; Clark, .285;
Humphreys, .400; Lassiter, -333:
Windsor, .106; Cochran. .214; Stone,
.200; Baumberger. .887.

eel Hie aimiliesa.
wider ase Wed
Olney ready by the
v, riellidswilial way

)NS

FOR SALE FOR DIVISION AMONG
THE HEIRS
miles south of
Harris Grove, Ky. 80 acres good land, about 30
acres in good timber; two dwelling houses, two
good tobacco barns, 5-acre tobacco base; two stock
barns, three corn cribs and other outbuildings in
proportion.

THE EDD PHILLIPS FARM 1 1-2

Distributed by United Feater* Syndicate. Inc.
"You poor, blind fool," Woody
CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO
Misses Bettie and Cappie Beale
said softly, shaking his head. "No
FOR SALE-Milk route, with or "MOW did you happen to wonder that gang picked you to dq
and Mrs. J I Hosick left today
without 1944 truck'. Reasonable.
for Dawson Springs, KY. to spend
concoct such an awful their dirty work-you're in lorf WANTED-Reliable white woman
a
"
See I. E Riley at Ryan Milk Plant
Myra!"
wanted for steady job as housea few days.
as that gas?" Jeff asked with
thing
For further information, see
makes
that
Bo
am?
"All right, I
or my home 1 1-2 miles west of
keeper; 2 children -- Mrs. Jack
•
brother.
two of us?"
Jy26p his
Wadesboro.
lyMe
1007-M
Phone
Shroat
VIRGIL PASCHALL, OTHO CLARK or
"It was a mistake," said Woody. "No. it doesn't-just you."
Jeff stared into his brother's
was working on something to
MERCURY MOTORS-The fvstest "I
ROY KELSO
prevent blue mold. Last year it was eyes. "What's happened? It's aloutboard on the lake. And they bad, especially in the flue-cured ways been you and Myra."
will troll at a crawl. Ask any tobacco area. We tried all the usual
Did it ever occur to you that
Mercury owner how he likes his- sprays without Success. Then, this you and a great many other ople
PD.13."
e ; FOR REN--Four-room furnished
to
resorted
always taken too mull
we
have
year
Jy24c
Kirk A. Pool & Co.
granted? Becsuise Myra lived pert
"What's that?"
apartment and bath. Electrically
FOR SALE-Bottle gas ranges in
a
It's
"Para-dichloro-benzene.
door, things fell into a Pattern.
Milfitett ro
equipped. All private Phone 204-J
apartment and full size. Gas water gas treatment and fairly effective She and I went along because It
ragslOCS PLILZIJI
1p
-Mrs. T. L. Smith.
heaters.-Riley Furniture and Ap- on a Small scale. You stretch thin was pleasant. B u t -" Woody
Jy24c cotton over the beds of young to- paused, then said slowly, "Myra FOR RENT-3-room unfurnished apliance Co.
45 ILIJ,•
30-Lorgest mammal
bacco plants, then scatter the loves you, Jeff -not me. Since
31-6/ars
partment. Private entrance down
FOR SALE-Thayer baby buggy. PD13. crystals over the cotton. you've been away, she's pestered
112-"Light Florio
1-1111mic
Waldrop
eight
Bore
about
see
or
takes
death
It
vaporize.
Call
to
stairs.
me
and
They
Theresa
Aunt
. Good, condition. 1101 W. Poplar. treatments a season."
Bag
lp
about you. Every date I had
asking
pm.
8
after
lc
34-Loading actor
il-CIsan cotton
Phone 3I3-Ann Munsell.
"Sounds like work."
with her ended up in reminiscences
16-Sall to blt target
13- Als•rs
"It is. So I've beeu trying to find of you. It became pretty boring, I
36-Put in row
14-Wind instrument
FOR SALE-Flat top, metal office something practical for big plan- can tell you!'
37-Orsoli5m5ef4ion
IS-Sternal ells...aro
40-Sebring IOW foe
17-Crippled
desk; 60-1b. counter scales. Phone tations. Something that could be
suddenly
feeling
down,
sat
Jeff
Syr16
16- Muddy
Jy24c sprayed from a small plane. I spent weak. Then, the urgency of the
MOW
356.
IS- Flavor
42-Contest in Ise
21-Kind of Stitlesdlo
months perfecting this formula, present situation returned with a NOTICE-There will be an ice
46--Goid coating
21-Two
When
lab.
little
this
up
rigged
renewed Intensity.
_IAMB= FOR
P9P" even
47-God of loco
24- Wir.glik• parts
vani- supper at Brooks Chapel
I had to
"All that doesn't change what '-Tr41- Label
25-Stab trot)
lat. -maple. and red gum. accur- I was pretty well satisfied.
school. Plenty of entertainment.
container large enough to we're up against now," he said.
49-Reat4in
_
a
1111-Plaiir
find
ately sawed to your dimensions. try it as an experiment.
SO-Titled ironies
Sib-Policirer of a
Jy24p
Friday night. July 25.
"You've got to help me, Woody!"
61-Sogland iabbr
doctrl ne
.
Also stovewood and sawdust"I found one of our old chem"I can't give you the formulaNance Bros., New Concord. Ken- ical-spray drums. We had left it you know that. But there must be AS FAR AS I KNOW now, I will
1-111pen
7
4
2
6
•
il
3
6 9 OS .
2-114.6•
Jy24p full of a spray mixture, but this some other way."
tucky
move only one car of Jello coal
3-Tire out
had dried up, leaving a thick, gumWoody sat there Puffing stolid/7
6-Super na teiral
this fall. If any of my customers
ol
13
1.2 •
my residue in the bottom. Inad- on his pipe. Then he reached for
being
plan on using this type of coal,
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vertently, I put some of my new his wallet, removed a snapshot
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6
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let
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,
IL
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mixture in
from it. He handed the picture to
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to sun
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your
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make
Any
714c
Phone 388-3.
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non was creating a gas of some beck?"
ID-Italian lake
Funnture di Ap- kind and I was afraid the whole
it?"
get
you
did
"Yes. Where
11-Sharp
Jy26c thing would go up in the air.
pliance Co. Phone 587.
16-Bake
r
"Aunt Thereea found It yester78
17
/
30-Ireland
24
"I didn't want this gas floating day In the guest room. Stephanie
31-Penos beside
if
round loose, so I grabbed a ten- must have left It there."
track
College Vets: - D Carlisle. 500:
jug and held it over
fl-Ounce
Jeff studied the picture carefully.
Martha Paschall Phillips. widow jallon
400
Underwood,
450:
Crowell,
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wasn't until It was very clear for a snapshot.
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mouth.
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of J E
I had the two joined that I saw a
"There's a similarity between Coil, .272: M Carlisle. 307: Peal,
ahrill sound
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born September 2. 111117. and depart- field mouse had got Into the lug. him and Miss Brinkerhoff. Do you .352; Lambert. .230; Cohlme...
36-v.
/43k
27-Ti
ed this life July IS. 1947. age be- Well, you know _ DOW what hap- suppose he's her father?"
142:
.1111; Yates. 166. Jones.
26-Con of train deb
"Perhaps. Anyway, Usti may be
I
"
ing 79 years. 10 months and 16 pened when the gas went into the
30-Weep loudly
v •
A7 48 34
mouse just vanished. I related." The words came from mon. .214; Hodges. 333.
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As he strode toward the
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been an invalid for about one year.
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thought
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he saw a young woman
NANCY
not being able to walk any.
was batty and asked for a demon- walking toward him. There was
She leaves three children Gat- stration. I was taking the drum something familiar about her.
As she drew opposite him, he
lin Phillips. Mrs. Roy Kelso. Mrs. down to the Experimental LaboraSHEEP ARE VERY
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UNCLE FRED -- ( SURE,
recognized her.
Robert Lewis; five grandchildren. tories when we were hi-jacked."
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to
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The Lord gave and the Lord him In on the whole thing."
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and gave me permission to leave."
name of the Lord.'
"No. I told no one but the Army She flushed. "I probably shouldn't
Written by a Sister-in-Law.
crowd. I was scared. I felt like I say this, but I'm positive there's a
was nursing along a ton of dyna- woman there."
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happee if the gas were Manufac- the back and I heard a feminine
tured in enormous quantities-"
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what becarse of it, he looked an"Yes. Where is it?"
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possibly in your own
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You and Myra
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(To be continued)
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He stopped, puzzled by thr enig- (The characters in Sets serial are
fictitious
MURRAY LUMBER CO. Matte smile on his brother's face.
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Ordway Hall: - Walker. .164;
J. Taylor, .263; Everette..150; Leonard. .227: Carroll. .105: B. Taylor,
.2007; McKenzie.. AMC Phillips. .181;
Wyatt. .357; Demaree, .230.
Coldwater: - D. Hargrove. .117;
R. Bazzell. .142; Dixon, 170al&aman, .367, R. L. Slazzell. .428,
Broach, 181: 'T. Hargrove, .150: J.
Hargrove. .272; Adams, .058; Osborn. .428; H. J. Bazzell, .428.
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It's the hottest, fish-catching plug for this
deep fishing. They are getting the -Big
Boys- on this bait.
You will-fincFall-colors at

sAL4-04,.
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"FISHING HEADQUARTERS"
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FOODS & MEATS
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STOP TERM* 0 MACE
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Phone 262
Authorised ft eborerbrotee
Ohio V•ilee Tersoat• Corp.

Mr. Joe Ward and Mrs. Ethel •
CARE) OF THANKS
Ward are leaving soon for Arirolta
We wish to exprwas our thanks
visit their uncle to.teveryone tor the- kindness shown
As Adir•rtlampd lo."The ease where they -will
and brothel% Henri 'D. Thornton, us when death called our mother,
elless Betty Thornton has been via; Mrs. Martha Phillipe, from our
I eine in Arizona for the past month. home.
\
We thank you for the norlifirfferings, the minister for the words
,f comfort. Mr. and Mrs Vester
Orr for the beautiful hymns. the
Max Churchill Funeral Home for
art-ices rendered. May the Lord's
: ,chest blessings be on each of you.
The 'Children and Grandchildren

;
I

CRIT SMITH

DEEP WELL DRILLING

•

FER
WATER SYSTEMS SOLD AND
INSTALLED
Now drilling by Jonathan Creek Bridge
Beale Hotel
Phone 9109

K

Murray, Ky.
k

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

Banker, Chauffeur, Indian Cheapskate
O.

rA

CEVPY TIME

CALL

1-rwo WILD
P' MEN,
MOLESTING
moromisrsrr

Announcement
'The Ledger and Times is authorized to announce the following
candidates subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary, Saturday,
August 2, 1947:
State Representative
Charlie L. Lassiter
---State Senator
1
'
(Forge E. Overbey
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WE TRY TO
CLEAR tfY
F7ELDS
OSE HERDS
OF GASOLINE ONE HERD PONES-MAT THAN ANOTHER
HERD TURNS
FLAT-FOOT
UP!!
TRIBE GO ON
,)
WARPATN."-'2

,..it •,,,

41
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'''••••.,_
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ITS SO MOKOT- WE SURE GOT
°NOUS PP NO STUCK, WHEN
WE BOUGHT
SOONER
CHICAGO"?'
DOES WE
LE'S
KILL OFF

:7'.:...*:.
•
•
.:'•-:.".;';':.."1.:*..7,.;,.

UNLOAD rr-

I THINK I'LL WALK THE.
NEXT FEW BUDCKS TO
THE BANK. GOOD FOR
THE CONSTITUTION,YOU
KNOW rr FOLLOW ME,
IN THE CAR.

(LOOKIF- HIM GOT
SHOES AN' CLEAN
SHIRT, SO muST
BE RICH!! MAYBE
HE TAKE CHICAGO
OFF MY HANDSAT FAIR PRICE.
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Dexter News

Club News

Women's .Page
JO WILLIAMS. Editor
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viNhtha.•
Katie Maggot,. Tommie Pritchett, ,
The Dexter Mother's Club gave a Grace Stroup. Martha Thorn. Lois
household'sower on July 10 at 2 Elkins, Mrs. 'Graves Hendon, Mrs.,
o'clock in honor Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Brandon, Louise Beyent
Ralph McDaniel. whose home was
Florence Coureey, Sarah Cothron,
burned Judy 1. The shower was
purkeen. Lucy
given in the school building. Those Lucy Walston, Ofie
Ernstberger, Bell Jackson, Lucille
present were:
Cleaver, Prynthia
Relma Copeland. Elizabeth Puck- Gardner. Cora
Cleaver, Wandza
ett. Jessie Jackson. Pauline Ed- Leigh. .Dommie
.Wanney,
wards, Rubye Culver. Ernie Mc- Thorn, Louise Tarry, Lucy
Prentice Lassiter,
Daniel. dith Edwards, Leila Al- Mr. Wyatt. Mr.
Tubbs, Edith
len, Lois Reeves, Myrtle HopkinS, Ruby Cope. Neil •
Galloway, Leona
V.
G.
Cooper.
Etta Hopkins. Lois Walston Inell
Jbnes, Mr. and
Furgerson, Jenny Furgerson, John- Brean. Mrs.. Estelle
family, Mr. •
nie Wyatt, Clyde Mathis, Stella Mrs. Chester Jones and
Hieks and Jean, and
Jones. Sarah Harper. Rubye Col- 'and Mrs. Hall
lins. Carrie Reeves. Treva Redden. Mrs: Doris Clark.
_—
Mary McDaniel,
. Altie . Jones. Lorene Puckett Abe
Wyatt. Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Watkins had
Cleaver. 'Gladys Garland, Lopisia as their weekend guests. Mr. WilParker. Alma Lee. Ettple Mathis. liam Seeley arid W.. Wilford Roe
Voltaic- Oldham. Jo Anne Oldham, of Springfield. Ill. It was the first
Charles Oldham, Ruby Haley, Es- time Mr. and Mrs Seeley and Mr.
telle Johnson. Lovie Pritchett, Net-- Roe had-ever--trem itt Mu.kt.y. -Thetie Shoemaker. Myrtle Thorn. Daris three men were friend::: while in
Young. Miss Norman Bennett, Nor- the armed service overseas. Mrs.
ma Bennett Shirley Bennett. Mrs. Watkins was, before her marriage
J. B. Starks. Marilyn Young, Onie recently. Miss Betty Murphy.
Young, Fannie Young, Hatty Ratcliff, Inez Threatt. Ruby Walston.
Gertie Mohler. Kathryn Wright.
I
Mattie Hurt, Clara Thorn. Norma
Alv•ays
Thorn. Ella Edwards, Luna Ernstberger. Catherine Andrus, Carolyn
Fine
Andrus, Linda Thurmond, Grace
Curd, and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel.
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs.' Anne Anderson. Mrs. Dora
Bennett. Mrs. Gilbert Elkins, Mrs
Boyd Jones, Mrs. Joe Threatt, Mrs
Cecil Taylor, Relma Walston, Ches.
tanna
Burkeen.- Mary
Mathis.
Mrs. Robert Young, Mrs. Lee
Reeves. Mrs. Dora Cope, Mrs. Ray•
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It's A Long Time Before Summer Will Be Over!
Your Warm Weather Clothes Will Be In Order Through
July, August And September:
In Order To Make Room For Our New Fall Merchandise
We're Offering You The Latest In Summer Suits,
Sport Outfits And Accessories At Greatly Reduced Prices.
Be Ready For Vacation And The Hot Days Ahead. Select
Everything You Need Frons Our Modern Men's Department.
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